Royal Giants Won 26; Tied One on Their Japanese Tour

Honolulu, Hawaii, June 8.—The Philadelphia Royal Giants, an aggregation of baseball players of the first caliber, left the United States March 9 for a tour of Japan and the Orient.

After a very stormy 18-day trip and two days in which to get rid of their sea legs, they swung into a very strenuous schedule of games and travel against the picked teams of Japan and Chosen.

Baseball in the Orient, Japan and Chosen, is very good, much better than one would expect, considering the short length of time that they have been playing ball there. They were, of course, in a class with this aggregation of stars, which includes among its personnel such men as Captain Raleigh Mackey, shortstop; Herbert "Cap" Dickson, centerfielder; a luxe; Andrew "Lefty" Cooper, pitcher; Harold "Pee" Green, pitcher and right fielder, and one of the hardest hitting little men in recent day baseball.

The Royal Giants club is made up of Negro league baseball players, brought together every year in California, where they play in the professional winter league under the management of Lon A. Goodwin.

The professional league is a five-team league composed of the cream of the white major and minor league ball players, except the Giants. This year and last they were successful in winning the championship of the league, after many gruelling and exciting games.

Truly an enviable record for any ball club, considering the fact that most of the time while off the ball field was spent in travel and then, too, many of the games were played under some of the most adverse weather conditions, which are absolutely foreign to American baseball.

Following is their record against the leading teams of Japan and Korea:

At Tokio, April 1—Royal Giants 2, Mita club 0. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.

At Tokio, April 2—Royal Giants 0, Mita club 2. Battery, Mackey and Pullen.

Osaka, April 3—Royal Giants 7, Diamond club 2. Battery, Green and Pullen.

Osaka, April 5—Royal Giants 1, Daimal club 1. Battery, Mackey and Pullen.

Osaka, April 6, Royal Giants 10, Daimal 2. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.

Osaka, April 7—Royal Giants 6, Kansai Dalgaku 0. Battery, Green and Pullen.

Kyoto, April 9—Royal Giants 2, Doshisaka Dalgaku 0. Battery, Johnson and Pullen. Kyoto, April 10—Royal Giants 4, Diamond club 2. Battery, Johnson and Pullen.


Tokio, April 15—Royal Giants 6, Tomon (Waseda) 2. Battery, Johnson and Pullen.

Tokio, April 17—Royal Giants 9, Tomon (Waseda) 1. Battery, Evanco and Pullen.

Tokio, April 20—Royal Giants 3, Fresno club 1. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.

Tokio, April 25—Royal Giants 8, Meiho 5. Battery, Johnson and Pullen.

Tokio, April 28—Royal Giants 14, Rikkyo Dalgaku 0. Battery, Johnson and Pullen.

Nagoya, April 29—Royal Giants 4, Zenshinhenu 0. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.

Dogo Iyo, Japan, May 1—Royal Giants 5, Iyo Tetsudo 1. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.

Hiroshima, Japan, May 4—Royal Giants 17, Koryo Chugaku 1. Battery, Green and Pullen.

Kokura Fukuoaka, Japan, May 7—Royal Giants 11, Kokura All Stars 4. Battery, Evanco and Pullen.

Haka Fukuoaka, Japan, May 10—Royal Giants 12, Fukuoaka All Stars 4. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.

Toyama, Japan, May 15—Royal Giants 7, Kansai Dalgaku 5. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.


Taikyo, Korea, May 19—Royal Giants 14, Taikyo All Stars 2. Battery, Dixson and Pullen.

Fusan, Korea, May 20—Royal Giants 11, Fusan 0. Battery, Evanco and Pullen.


Keijo, Korea, May 21—Royal Giants 6, Ryuzan R. R. club 0. Battery, Johnson and Pullen.

Keijo, Korea, May 22—Royal Giants 17, Ryuzan R. R. club 0. Battery, Cooper and Pullen.